Unique Museums

Paris Sewers Museum — Vaulted-walled Sewers
The archive displays a chronological history of the sewer framework tracing its development through the centuries and showcases engineering achievements far ahead of their time and uncovers the massive network of connections underneath the city.

Upside-down Museum, Philippines —
Realistic Inverted World
Gives a topsy-turvy experience with optical illusions where everything is upside down: a house, a bridge with real cars attached to the ceiling, and many more.

The Museum of Bad Art (MOBA), USA — Awful-art to Widest Audience
The world’s only museum devoted to the collection, preservation, exhibition and celebration of bad art in all its forms.
Beijing Museum of Tap Water — One of a Kind
The museum is built on the original place of the first water plant in Beijing – Zhongzhimen Water Plant – and displays the history of tap water in China with real objects, pictures, models, etc.

The Natural History Museum, London — Geological Exhibition
The museum reveals the amalgamation of science and technology artefacts with architectural magnificence and showcases a broad range of specimens from various segments of natural history.

Corpus Museum, The Netherlands — Insights into Human Anatomy
The world’s first museum that takes you to the entire anatomy of the human body and reveals how the body functions, how various organs relate to each other and what can be done to keep them healthy.
Cancun Underwater Museum, Mexico — Underwater Art Museum
The museum is the aqua world of sculptures which are made of pH-neutral concrete and clay where marine life can thrive on their surfaces.

Guggenheim Museum, New York — Architectural Icon
The renowned art museum with a distinctive spiral architecture where pieces have been displayed on a continuous path from the top to the bottom of the gallery.

Science City, Kolkata — Science Popularisation
The largest science museum in India with several of interactive exhibits like Dynamotion, Maritime Centre, Space Odyssey, Evolution Theme Park, a Mini Auditorium, a Seminar Hall building, etc. The museum showcases science and technology in a stimulating and engaging environment.
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